Affidavit
Affidavit to be submitted on Judicial Stamp Paper by TMO selected for Postgraduate training in Postgraduate Medical Institute, Peshawar.
I ----------------------------------S/D/O---------------------------resident of ------------------------------------------ hereby solemnly affirm on oath that: I shall abide by all
the rules and regulations laid down by PGMI, CPSP and PMDC as and when applicable to me. Rules and regulations of PGMI shall be overriding on all others. I
also pledge that:
I shall be regular and punctual throughout my training period and endeavor to attend all the CPCs, Interactive lectures, symposia, seminars, workshops etc as part
of my structured training programe. Attendance below 80% will lead to termination of my training and I shall be liable to refund of all stipend received by me.
I shall carry out my duties and patient care with utmost responsibility and sincerity.
I shall treat all my patients, colleagues and peers with utmost respect and dignity.
I shall observe good medical practices and abide by all principles of medical ethics and professionalism.
I shall not discriminate against any one on the basis of race, ethnicity, religion, sex, color or caste and shall not express my political or religious beliefs to others.
I shall maintain discipline and understand that in case of any breach of discipline I shall be liable for strict disciplinary action.
I shall not demand for accommodation if it is not available and shall not resort to any kind of protest or strike.
I shall not indulge in any kind of independent private practice during my training period as my training is full time.
I shall make utmost efforts to improve my professional skills by self-learning and attending seminars, lectures and all mandatory workshops.
I shall not indulge in any sort of politics during my training and shall not resort to any sort of strike or industrial action and shall not join any political association,
organization or trade union.
I shall be answerable to my Supervisor, Head of the Department and Dean in all matters pertaining to academics or discipline.
I shall not use my post or profession to unduly pressurize others for any kind of favours and shall not take any action that shall bring my profession into disrepute.
I understand that my training may be terminated at any time by PGMI for breach of any of the regulations.
I shall not involve my self in any kind of intimate or other improper relationship with my patients or their attendants and hospital staff as long as they are under my
care or remain my colleagues.
According to CPSP& PGMI rules, maximum of thirty days leave is allowed in one academic year. Extra leaves over and above the allowed thirty days leave period
are not allowed. Maternity leave & Hajj leave will be allowed with stipend (as per Government rules) but this deficiency has to be completed after the training
period without stipend.
If I joined Unit /Hospital other than allotted to me by the Dean PGMI or insist on changing the specialty, unit or hospital allotted to me, my TMOship will be
terminated.
I will not be allowed to change my hospital under any circumstances to which my initial selection is done, and my specialty given to me at the time of induction. I
will not apply for migration and this will also be applicable to the specialty for my mandatory rotation if available in the institution of my initial induction.
I will be liable to refund the stipend received from PGMI, if I am reinducted in a speciality, for which my previous training is not acceptable by CPSP.
If I am selected on a slot which is due to be vacant in due course of time, I shall not demand stipend during that period neither I shall take matter to any court of
law. If I did my TMO ship will be terminated automatically.

I shall compulsorily serve for three years in the district of my domicile and in case of non-availability of a post in the district of domicile, I
shall serve for three years in the rural area allocated to me by the Government.
I have read and understood the prospectus of PGMI and this affidavit thoroughly and will abide by the all rules and regulation laid down there-in and
any rules and regulations made by PGMI thereafter. Any deviation from these shall result in termination of my training at PGMI. The decision of the
Dean in any matter shall be final and binding and I will not challenge it on any other forum or in any court of law.

Dated: -----------------

Signature of TMO-------------------------------------Name------------------------S/D/O--------------------NIC No: & Address: ----------------------------------TMO FCPS/MCPS/Diploma in _____________

Witness1.

Witness 2.

Signature ---------------------Signature --------------------------Name -----------------------------------------Name ---------------------------------------------S/D/O: ---------------------------------------S/D/O: -------------------------------------------CNIC No: __________________________
NIC No: ____________________________
Address: ___________________________
Address: ____________________________
Attested by Oath Commissioner

